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Interconnectinq the Network of Networks. By Eli M. Noam. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2001). 318 pages. 
$49.95. 
Contents: 
Acknowledgments. 1  Interconnection as the key to the network of networks. 2. Interconnection as tool for the 
creation of monopoly. 3. Interconnection policy as tool to establish competition and control markets. 4. Pricing of 
interconnection and access. 5. Interconnection around the world. 6. Unbundling the network. 7. Interconnection 
and technology. 8. Interconnection and the flow of content. 9. Social issues in the interconnected network: 
Universal service and privacy. 10. Into the future. Notes. Bibliography. Index. 
Set Theory for Computinq: From Decision Procedures to Declarative Proqramminq with Sets. By Domenico 
Cantone, Eugenio Omodeo and Alberto Policriti. Springer-Verlag, New York. (2001). 409 pages. $69.95, 
DM 171.09. sFr 147.66, GBP 59.00. 
Contents: 
Foreword (Jacob T. Schwartz). Preface. I. Introduction. 1. What  is computable set theory? 2. Logical 
background. II. Basics for set-theoretic reasoning. 3. Axiomatic views of aggregates. 4. Semantic views of 
aggregates. 5. Sets for problem solving. 6. Decision problems and some solutions. 7. Inference techniques and 
methods. III. Decision methods. 8. Set/hyperset unification algorithms. 9. (*) A syllogistic solitaire. 10. Stratified 
syllogistics. IV. Set-specific inference ngines. 11. Quantitative set reasoning. 12. Set theory for nonclassic logics. 
13. Logic programming with sets. 14. Syllogistic tableaux. References. Tables and index of symbols. Index of 
terms. 
Computability and Complexity Theory. By Steven Homer and Alan L. Selman. Springer-Verlag, New York. 
(2001). 194 pages. $49.95, DM 106.89, sFr 94.16, GBP 37.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Preliminaries. 2. Introduction to computability. 3. Undecidability. 4. Introduction to complexity 
theory. 5. Basic results of complexity theory. 6. Nondeterminism and NP-completeness. 7  Relative computability. 
References. Author index. Subject index. 
Geometric Computinq for Perception Action Systems: Concepts, Alqorithms, and Scientific Applications. By 
Eduardo Bayro Corrochano. Springer-Verlag, New York. (2001). 235 pages. $69.95, DM 160.39, slat" i38.03, 
GBP 55.50. 
Contents: 
Preface. I. Fundamental  concepts. 1. Mathematical preliminaries. 2. Kinematics of the 2D and 3D spaces. 
3. Lie algebras and algebra of incidence using the null cone and affine plane. 4. Geometric algebra of computer 
vision. II. Practical applications. 5. Computing the kinematics of robot manipulators. 6. Image processing. 7. Ap- 
plications in computing vision. 8. Rigid motion estimation using line observations. 9. Geometric neuralcomputing. 
References. Index. 
Adaptive Dynamics: The Theoretical Analysis of Behavior. By J. E. R. Staddon. The MIT Press, Cambridge, 
MA. (2001). 423 pages. $50.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. Acknowledgments. 1  Theoretical behaviorism: Aim and methods. 2. Adaptive function, I: The allo- 
cation of behavior. 3. Adaptive function, II: Behavioral economics. 4. Trial and error. 5. Reflexes. 6. Habituation 
and memory dynamics. 7. Motivation, I: Feeding dynamics and homeostasis. 8. Motivation, II: A model for 
feeding dynamics. 9. Motivation, III: Incentive and schedule effects. 10. Assignment of credit. 11. Stimulus 
control. 12. Spatial search. 13. Time, I: Pacemaker-accumulator m dels. 14. Time, II: Multiple-time-scale theory. 
15. Time, III: MTS and time estimation. 16. Afterword. Notes. References. Index. 
Dynamic Simulations o[ Multibody Systems. By Murilo G. Coutinho. Springer-Verlag, New York. (2001). 379 
pages. $69.95, DM 160.39, sFr 138.03, GBP 55.50. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Computational dynamics. 2. Itierarchical representation of 3D polyhedra. 3. Particle systems. 
4. Rigid-body systems. 5. Articulated rigid-body systems. A. Useful 3D geometric onstructions. B. Numerical 
solution of ordinary differential equations of motion. C. Quaternions. D. Rigid-body mass properties. E. Useful 
t ime derivatives. F. Convex decomposition of 3D polyhedra. G. The linear-complementarity problem. H. Software 
implementation. References. Index. 
Discrete Event Modelinq and Simulation Teehnoloqies: A Tapestry of Systems and AI-Based Theories and 
Methodologies. A 2Mbute to the 60 th Birthday of Bernard P. Zeigler. Edited by Hessam S. Sarjoughian and 
Franqois E. Cellier. Springer-Vertag, New York. (2001). $69.95, DM 160.39, sFr 138.03, GBP 55.50. 
Contents: 
Foreword. Preface. Contributors. List of figures. List of tables. 1. Toward a unified foundation simulation-based 
acquisition (H.S. Sarjoughian and F.E. Cellier). 2. Why engineering models do not have a frame problem (N. FOG). 
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3. Adaptive designs for mu%iresolution, multiperspective modeling (MRMPM) (P.K. Davis). ,1. The role of uncer- 
tainty ill systems modeling (G.J. Kilt). 5. Linguistic dynamic systems and computing w'ith words for modeling, 
simulation, and analysis of complex systems (17. Wang, Y. Lin and J.B. Pu). 6. Towards a modeling formalism 
for conflict management (T.I. Oren). 7. Systems design: A simulation modeling franaework (J.~,V. Rozenblit). 
8. DEVS fi'amework for systems development: Unified specification for logical analysis, performance wduation 
and implementation (T.G. Kim, S.M. Clio and W.B. Lee). 9. Representation of dynamic structure discrete even! 
models: A systems theory approach (F.J. Barros). 10. Timed ceII-DEVS: Modeling and simulation of cell spaces 
(G. Vqainer and N. Giambiasi). 1 I. DEVS-based modeling and simulation for intelligent transportation sysl, ems (S.- 
D. Chi and J.-K. Lee). 12. Dynamic neuronal ensembles: Neurobiologieally inspired discrete vent neural networks 
(S. Vahie). 13. Sinmlation for meaning generation: Multiscale coalitions of autonommls agents (A.M. Meystel). 
14. Evolutionary learning in agent-based modeling (S. Takafiashi). 15. A system theoretic approach 1o construct- 
ing test beds for multi-agent systems (A.M. Uhrmacher). 16. A methodology for tile translation of knowledge 
between heterogeneous planners (S. Ramachandran and M.M. Marefat). 17. Towards a. systems methodoh>gy for 
object-oriented software analysis (H. Praehofer). Index. 
Fraqrnents of Infinity: A Kaleidoscope of Math and Art. By Ivars Peterson. John Wiley & Sons, New York. 
(2001). 232 pages. $29.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Gallery visits. 2. Theorems in stone. 3. A place ill space. 4. Plane folds. 5. ( 'r id fiekts. 6. Crystal 
visions. T. Strange sides. 8. Minimal snow. 9. Points of view. 10. Fragments. Further readings. Credits. Index. 
Mechanics of Robotic Manipulation. By Matthew T. Mason. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2001). 253 pages. 
$45.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Manipulation. 2. Kinematics. 3. Kinematic representation. 4. Kinematic nmnipulation. 5. Rigid 
body statics. 6. l%iction. 7. Quasistatic manipulation. 8. Dynamics. 9. hnpact. 10. Dynamic manipulation. 
Appendix A. Infinity. References. Author index. Subject index, 
The Economics of Risk and Time. By Christian Gollier. Tile MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2001). 445 pages. 
$50.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. Acknowledgments. I. General theory. 1. Tile expected utility model. 2. Risk aversion. 3. Change in 
risk. II. The standard portfolio problem. 4. The standard portfolio problem. 5. The equilibrimn price of risk. 
III. Some technical tools and their applications. 6. A hyperplane separ~tion timorem. 7. Log-supermoduhn'ity. 
IV. Multiple risks. 8. Risk aversion with background risk. 9. Tile tempering effect of background risk. 10. Taking 
nmltiple risks. 11. The dynamic investment problem. 12. Special topics in dynamic finance. \,L The Arrow-Debreu 
portfolio problem. 13. The demand for contingent claims. 14. Risk on wealth. VI. Consunlplion and saving. 
15. Consumption under certainty. 16. Precautionary saving and prudence. 17. 'File equilibrium price of time. 
18. Tile liquidity constraint. 19. The saving-portfolio problem. 20. Disentangling risk and time. VII. I~quilibrium 
prices of risk and time. 21. Efficient risk sharing. 22. The equlibrium price of risk and time. 23. Searching for 
the representative agent. VIII. Risk and information. 24. The value of information. 25. Decision making and 
information. 26. Information and equilibrimn. 27. Epilogue. Bibliography. Index of lemmas and proi)ositions. 
Index of subjects. 
The Diqital Divide: Facinq a Crisis or Urcatinq a Myth? Edited by Benjamin M. (?ompaiue. "l'he MIT Press, 
Cambridge, MA. (20{)1). 357 pages. $29.95. 
Contents: 
Foreword (Lloyd Morrisett). Preface (Benjamin Compaine). Acknowledgments. I. Tile set-up: Docmnenters of 
the digital divide. 1. Falling through tile ,let: A survey of the "have-nots" in rural and urban America (National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration). 2. Falling througll tile net: Defining the digital divide 
(National Teleconmmnications and Information Administration). 3. Tile evolution of the digital divide: Examining 
the relationship of race to internet access and usage over trine (Donna L. Hoffman, Thomas P. Nov~tk and Ann E. 
Schlosser). II. Tile context: Background and texture. 4. Information gaps: Myth or reality? (Benjamin M. 
Compaine). 5. Universal service from the bottom up: A study of telephone penetration in Camden, New Jersey 
(Milton L. Mueller and Jorge Reina Schement). 6. Universal access to online services: An examination of the 
issue (Benjanfin M. Con*paine and Mitchell J. \Veinraub). 7. Universal service policies as wealth redistribution 
(Milton L. Mueller). I11. The advocates: Raising the stakes. 8. Equality in the information age (Will iam E. 
Kennard). 9. The digital divide confronts the Telecommunications Act of 1996: Economic reality versus public 
policy. The first triennial reivew, 1999 (Mark Cooper and Gene Kimmehnan).  10. The E-rate in America: A tale of 
fonr cities (Andy Carvin, editor, with Chris Conte and Allen Gilbert). 11. Universal access to email: Feasibility and 
societa.l implications (Robert H. Anderson, Tora K, Bikson, Sally Ann Law and Bridger M. Mitchell) 1'2. Clinton 
enlists help for plan to increase computer use (Marc Lacey). IV. Reality check: ~'acking a moving target ill high- 
tech time. 13. Data from three empirical studies, 2000. lnternet and society: A preliminary report (Norman II. Nie 
and Lutz Erbring). The digital world of Itispanics in tile United States (Cheskin Research). Survey of Americans 
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on technology (National Public Radio, Kaiser Family Foundation and Kennedy School of Government). 14. The 
truth about the digital divide (Ekaterina O. Walsh with Michael E. Gazala and Christine Ham). 15. Internet 
access preads to more classrooms, urvey finds (Pamela Mendel@ 16. Cheap computers bridge digital divide 
(John Simons). 17. This internet start-up looks to conquer an online divide (Timothy Hanrahan). V. What's it all 
mean? 18. Of gaps by which democracy we measure (Jorge Reina Schement). 19. Falling for the gap: Whatever 
happened to the digital divide? (Adam Clayton Powell III). 20. Declare the war won (Benjamin M. Compaine). 
Epilogue (Benjamin M. Compaine). Source notes. Contributors. Index. 
Knowledqe in Action: Loqical Foundations for Specifyinq and Implementinq Dynamical Systems. By Raymond 
Reiter. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2001). 424 pages. $49.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. Acknowledgments. 1. Introduction. 2. Logical preliminaries. 3 Introduction to the situation calculus. 
4. Foundations of the situation calculus. 5. Implementing basic action theories. 6. Complex actions, procedures, 
and golog. 7. Time, concurrency, and processes. 8. Exogenous actions, interrupts, and reactive golog. 9. Progres- 
sion. i0. Planning. 11. Sensing and knowledge. 12. Probability and decision theory. 13. Concluding remarks. 
Appendix A. Some useful first-order inference rules. Appendix B. The qualification and ramification problems. 
Appendix C. Resources. References. Index. 
Dynamics of Orqanizations: Computational Modelinq and Orqanization Theories. Edited by Alessandro Lomi 
and Erik R. Larsen. AAAI Press/The MIT Press, Menlo Park, CA. (2001). 502 pages. $39.95. 
Contents: 
Foreword (James March). Acknowledgments (Alessandro Lomi and Erik R. Larsen). Introduction (Alessandro 
Lomi and Erik R. Larsen). I. Rediscovering problems. 1. Modeling culture in organizations: Formulation and 
extension to ecological issues (Richard Harrison and Glenn Carroll). 2. Structural change and learning within 
organizations (Kathleen Carley and Vanessa Hill). 3. Dedicated followers of success: A computational model of 
fashionable innovation (Michael Macy and David Strang). 4. Multi-dimensional status competition and group 
performance (Christoph H. Loch, Bernardo A. Huberman and Sezer Ulkii). 5. Advice, trust and gossip among 
artificial agents (Michael Prietula). II. Framing arguments. 6. Market orientation and monopoly power (Matthew 
Bothner and Harrison C. White). 7. Simulating the dynamics of organizational populations: A comparison of 
three models of organizational entry, exit and growth (David Barron). 8. Viscosity models and the diffusion of 
controversial innovations (David M. Krackhardt). 9. Failure as a structural concept: A computational perspective 
on age dependence in organizational mortality rates (Alessandro Lomi and Erik R. Larsen). III. Taking views. 
10. Evolving information processing organizations (John Miller). 11. Modeling adaptation on rugged landscapes 
(Daniel Levinthat). 12. Product diversification i a "history-friendly" model of the evolution of the computer 
industry (Franco Malerba, Richard Nelson, Sidney Winter and Luigi Orsenigo). 13. Understanding dynamic 
complexity in organizational evolution: A system dynamics approach (Anjali Sastry). 14. Nonmonotonicity in 
theory building with applications to organizational mortality (Laszlo Pdlos and Michael T. Hannah). Afterword 
(Richard Burton). Bibliography. Contributors. Index. 
The Laws of the Web: Patterns in the Ecoloqy of Information. By Bernardo A. Huberman. The MIT Press, 
Cambridge, MA. (2001). 105 pages. $24.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. E-cology. 2. The phenomenon f the web. 3. Evolution and structure. 4. Small worlds. 5. As we 
surf. 6. Social dilemmas and internet congestion, 7. Downloading information. 8. Markets and the web. Epilogue. 
References. Index. 
Qualitative Methods for Reasoninq under Uncertainty. By Simon Parsons. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. 
(2001). 506 pages. $55.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. Acknowledgments. 1. Introduction. 2. All about uncertainty. 3. Quantitative methods for reasoning 
with imperfect information. 4. Qualitative methods for reasoning with imperfect information. 5. A framework 
for studying different methods. 6. Using qualitative algebras. 7. The theory of qualitative change. 8. Further 
results in the theory of qualitative change. 9. Implementing the qualitative approaches. 10. Qualitative protein 
topology prediction, l l .  Summary and conclusions. Appendix A. Proofs of theorems. Appendix B. Conditional 
belief calculations. Glossary. References. Index. 
Biorobotics: Methods and Applications. Edited by Barbara Webb and Thomas R. Consi. AAAI Press/The MIT 
Press. Menlo Park, CA. (2001). 208 pages. $35.00. 
Contents: 
Introduction (Thomas R. Consi and Barbara Webb). Sensory systems. A spiking neuron controller for robot 
phonotaxis (Barbara Webb). Environmental information, animal behavior, and biorobot design: Reflections 
on locating chemical sources in marine environments (Frank W. Grasso). Insect strategies of visual homing in 
mobile robots (Rail M611er, Dimitrios Lambrinos, Thorsten Roggendorf, Roll Pfeifer and Riidiger Wehner). Aerial 
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minirobot that stabilizes and tracks with a bio-inspired visual scanning sensor (St6phane Viollet and Nicolas 
Pranceschini). Motor systems. Construction of a hexapod robot with cockroach kinematics benefits both robotics 
and biology (Roger D. Quinn and Roy E. Ritzmann). Build robots with a complex motor system to understand 
cognition (Itolk Cruse). Cognitive systems. Perceptual invariance and categorization i an embodied model ot' the 
visual system (Nikolaus Alm~ssy and Olaf Sporns). Investigating models of social development using a humanoid 
robot (Brian Scassellati). Epilog (Barbara \¥ebb and Thomas R. Consi). Bibliography. Index. 
Ha~zdbook of Automated t~easoninq, Volumes 1 and IL Edited by Alan Robinson and Andrci \%mnkov. Elsevier 
Science. Amsterdam. (2001). 2122 pages. $130.00 (Volume I); $160.00 (Vohnne 11): 8260.00 (set). 
Contents: 
Volume I. Preface. List of contributors, last of second readers. I. History. l. The earl.,,' history of auto- 
mated dednction (Martin Davis). II. Classical logic. 2. Resolution theorem t)roving (Leo Bazhmair and Harald 
Ganzinger). 3. Tableaux and related methods (Reiner HShnle). 4. The inverse method (Anatoli Degtyarev and 
Andrei Voronkov). 5. Normal form transformations (Matthias Ba~z, Uwe Egly and Alexander Leitseh). 6. Com- 
puting small clause forms (Andreas Nonnengart and Christoph Weidenbach). III. Equality and other theories. 
7. Paramodulat ion-based theorem proving (Robert Nieuwenhuis and Albert Ruble). 8. Unification theory (Franz 
Baader and Wayne Snyder). 9. Rewriting (Nachuin Dershowitz and David A. Plaisted). 10. Equality reason- 
lug in sequent-ba,sed calculi (Anatoli Degtyarev and Andrei Voronkov). 11. Automated reasoning in geometry 
(Shang-Ching Chou and Xiao-Shan Gao). 12. Solving numerical constraints (Alexander B~cklnayr and "~flker 
Weispfenning). IV. Induction. 13. The automation of proof by nmthematical induction (Alan Buady). 14. lnduc- 
tionless induction (Itubert Comon). Concept index. 
Volume II. V. Higher-order logic and logical frmneworks. 15. Cktssical type theory (Peter B. Andrews). 
16. tligher-order unification and matching (Gilles Dowek). 17. Logical fl'ameworks (Frank Pfenning). i8. Pl'oof2 
Kssistants using dependent ype systems (tlenk Barendregt and Herman Geuvers). VI. Nonclassical ogics. 
19. Nomnonotonic reasoning: Towards efficient calculi and implementations (,liirgen Dix, Uh'ich Fro'bach and Ilkka 
Niemel/i). 20. Automated eduction for many-valued logics (Matthias Baaz, Christian G. Fermiiller and Gernot 
Seizer). 21. Encoding two-valued nonclassical logics in classical ogic (Hans .Hirgen Ohlbach, Andreas N(mnen- 
gart, Maarten deRijke and Dov M. Gabbay). 22. Connections in nonclassical logics (Arild Waaler). VI1. De- 
cidable classes and model building. 2:3. Reasoning in expressive description logics (Diego Calvauese, Giuseppe 
De Giacomo, Maurizio Lenzerini and Daniele Nardi). 24. Model checking (Edmund M. Clarke and Bernd-llolgcr 
Schlingloff). 25. Resolution decision procedures (Christiau G. Fermiiller. Alexander Leitsch, Ullrich Hustadt and 
Tanel Tammet).  VIII. hnplementation. 26. Term indexing (R. Sekar, I.V. Flamakrishnan and Andrei Voronkov). 
27. Combining superpositiou, sorts and splitting (Christoph \~,;eidenbach). 28. Model elimination and cotmection 
tableau procedures (Reinhold Letz and Gernot Stenz). Concept index. 
Lattice Functions and Equations. By Sergiu Rudeanu. Springer-Verlag, London. (2001). -135 pages. $79.95, 
DM 160.39. sFr 138.03, GBP 45.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Exotic equations. 2. Universal algebra. 3. Lattices. 4. Equatorial compactness ~)I laltiees and 
BooIea.n algebras. 5. Post. algebras. 6. A revision of Boolean fundamentals. 7. Closure operaIors (m Bo~flean 
functions. 8. Boolean transformations. 9 More on solving Boolean equations. 10. Boolean diff(~rential calculus. 
11. Decompositkm of Boolean functions. 12. Boolean-based mathematics. 13. Miscellanea. 14. Applications. 
Appendix 1. Errata to BFE. Appendix 2. Decomposition of Boolean fmmtions and applications: A bibliography. 
Appendix 3. Open problems. Bibliography. Index. 
Self-Orqanizinq Map For'marion: Foundations of Neu~ul Comp~Ltation. Edited by t~:laus Obernmyer and Ter- 
rence J. S,,jnowski. The MIT Press. Cambridge, MA. (2001). 440 pages. $34.95. 
Contents: 
Series foreword. Sources. Introduction. I. Receptive fields. 1. Analysis of Linsker's inmlations of Hebbiau rules 
(David .1.C. MacKzw and Kenneth D. Miller). 2. Toward a theory el the striate cortex (Zhaoping Li and Joseph ,1. 
Atick). 3. Bayesian self-organization driven by prior probability distributions (Alan L. Yuille, Stelios M. Smirnakis 
and Lei Xu). II. Models of topographic maps in the brain. 4. Dynamics and formation of self-organizing nlaps 
(Jun Zhang). 5. A ul!i~,ing objective function for topographic mappings (Geoffrey ,l. Goodhill and Terrence ,1. 
Sejnowski). 6. Constrained optimization for neural map formation: A unifying framework for weight growth and 
normalization (Laurenz Wiskott and Terrence J. Sejnowski). 7. How to generate ordered maps by maximizing 
the mutual information between input and output signals (Ralph Lmsker). III. Models of cortical feature maps. 
8. Models of orientation and ocular dominance ohmms in the visual cortex: A critical comparison (E. Erwin, 
K. Obermayer and K. Schulten). 9. Development of oriented ocular dominance bands as a consequence of areal 
geometry (H.-U. Bauer). 10. The joint development of orientation and ocular dominance: Role of constraints 
(Christian Piepenbrock, Helge Ritter and Klaus Obermayer). 11. A self-organizing model of "color-blob" forma, 
tion (ti.(]. Barrow, H.J. Bray and J.M.L. Budd). 12. A type el duality between self-organizing maps and minimal 
wiring (Graeme Mitchison). IV. Self-organizing maps for unsupervised data analysis. 13. A Bayesian analysis of 
self-organizing maps (Stephen P. Lnttrell). 14. Hyperparameter selection for self-organizmg maps (Akio Utsugi). 
15. GTM: The genera.tive topographic mapping (Christopher M. Bishop, Markus Svensen aud Christopher K.I. 
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Williams). 16. Self-organization as an iterative kernel smoothing process (Filip Muller and Vladimir Cherkassky). 
V. Extensions of self-organizing maps. 17. A stochastic self-organizing map for proximity data (Thore Graepel and 
Klaus Obermayer). 18. Self-organized formation of various invariant-feature filters in the adaptive-subspace SOM 
(Teuvo Kohonen, Samuel Kaski and Harri Lappalainen). 19. Faithful representation of separable distributions 
( Juan Lin, David C. Grier and Jack D. Cowan). 20. Dynamic cell structure learns perfectly topology preserving 
map (J6rg Bruske and Gerald Sommer). 21. An analysis of the elastic net approach to the traveling salesman prob- 
lem (Richard Durbin, Richard Szeliski and Alan Yuille). 22. Sorting with self-organizing maps (Marco Budinich). 
Index. 
Essential Flash 5.0 fast: Rapid Web Animation. By Fiaz Hussain. Springer-Verlag, London. (2001). 235 pages. 
$24.95, DM 53.39, sPr 48.15, GBP 16.00. 
Contents: 
Dedication. Acknowledgements. Preface. 1. Flash environment. 2. Flash basics. 3. Simple Flash objects. 
4. Editing Flash objects. 5. Adding text. 6. Working with imported bitmaps. 7. Using the library, symbols and 
instances. 8. Understanding layers. 9. Adding animation. 10. Interactivity and scripting. 11. Pnblishing and 
exporting movies. Index. 
Applied Interval Analysis: With Examples in Parameter and State Estimation, Robust Control and Robotics. By 
Luc Jaulin, Michel Kieffer, Olivier Didrit and t~ric Walter. Springer-Verlag, London. (2001). 379 pages $79.95, 
DM 171.09, sFr 147.66, GBP 55.00 (CD-ROM included). 
Contents: 
Preface. Notation. I. Introduction. 1. Introduction. II. Tools. 2. Interval analysis. 3. Subpavings. 4. Con- 
tractors. 5. Solvers. III. Applications. 6. Estimation. 7. Robust control. 8. Robotics. IV. Implementation. 
9. Automatic differentiation. 10. Guaranteed computation with floating-point numbers. 11. Do it yourself. Refer- 
ences. Index. 
Introduction to Numerical Analysis. By Arnold Neumaier. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, U.K. (2001). 
356 pages. $95.00 (hardback); $34.95 (paperback). 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. The numerical evaluation of expressions. 2. Linear systems of equations. 3. Interpolation and 
numerical differentiation. 4. Numerical integration. 5. Univariate nonlinear equations. 6. Systems of nonlinear 
equations. References. Index. 
Thinqs a Computer Scientist Rarely Talks About. By Donald E. Knuth. CSLI Publications, Stanford, CA. (2001). 
257 pages. $35.00, £22.50. 
Contents: 
Foreword: Meeting God at MIT (Anne Foerst). 1. Introduction. 2. Randomization and religion. 3. Language 
translation. 4. Aesthetics. 5. Glimpses of God. 6. God and computer science. Panel: Creativity, spirituality, and 
computer science. Index. 
Mechanizinq Proof: Computing Risk, and Trust. By Donald MacKenzie. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. 
(2001). 427 pages. $45.00. 
Contents: 
Acknowledgments. 1. Knowing computers. 2. Boardwalks across the tar pit. 3. Artificial mathematicians? 
4. Eden defiled. 5. Covert channels. 6. Social processes and category mistakes. 7. Clocks and chips. 8. Logics, 
machines, and trust. 9. Machines, proofs, and cultures. Notes. Index. 
Analysis for Applied Mathematics. By Ward Cheney. Springer-Verlag, New York. (2001). 444 pages. $49.95, 
DM 117.59, sPr 101.65, GBP 40.50. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Normed linear spaces. 2. tlilbert spaces. 3. Calculus in Banach spaces. 4. Basic approximate 
methods of analysis. 5. Distributions. 6. The Fourier transform. 7. Additional topics. 8. Measure and integration. 
References. Index. Symbols. 
Graphical Models: Foundations of Neural Computation. Edited by Michael I. Jordan and Terrence J. Sejnowski. 
Tile MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2001). 421 pages. $32.95. 
Contents: 
Series foreword. Sources. Introduction. 1. Probabilistic independence networks for hidden Markov probability 
models (Padhraic Smyth, David Heckerman and Michael I. Jordan). 2. Learning and relearning in Boltzmann ma- 
chines (G.E. Hinton and T.J. Sejnowski). 3. Learning in Boltzmann trees (Lawrence Saul and Michael I. Jordan). 
4. Deterministic Boltzmann learning performs teepest descent in weight-space (Geoffrey E. Hinton). 5. Attrac- 
tor dynamics in feedforward neural networks (Lawrence K. Saul and Michael I. Jordan). 6. Efficient learning in 
Boltzmann machines using linear response theory (H.J. Kappen and F.B. Rodriguez). 7. Asymmetr ic  parallel 
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Boltzmann machines are belief networks (Radford M. Neal). 8. Variational earning in nonlinear Gaussian belief 
networks (Brendan J. Prey and Geoffrey E. Hinton). 9. Mixtures of probabilistic principal component analyzers 
(Michael E. Tipping and Christopher M. Bishop). 10. Independent factor analysis (H. Attics). 11. Hierarchical 
mixtures of experts and the EM algorithm (Michael I. Jordan and Robert A. Jacobs). 12. Hidden neural net- 
works (Anders Krogh and Seren Kamaric Riis). 13. Variational earning for switching state-space models (Zoubin 
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